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Quilts Plus Open House

Join us Saturday, July 7, 2018 for our Open House. We will be featuring our new class offerings for July, August and September. All class samples will be on
display! Set this day aside just for you, see our new class samples and sign up!

2018 SAMPLER
Quilts Plus 2018 Sampler has two new color ways to choose from
featuring 12” blocks in your choice of batiks or “nature” fabrics. This
12 month program meets as follows: 2 nd Monday of each month at
10:15, 1:30 or 3:30. We will be demonstrating options for construction
at each session. If the scheduled times are not convenient, or you
prefer not to come to a meeting at all, you may pick up your block any
time after the 2 nd Monday of each month – or we can set up a program
to mail your blocks to you.
4-PATCH LATTICE QUILT (67” X 76”)
This fun quilt by Missouri Star Quilt Co. “Block” Magazine, Holiday Vol
3 Issue 4, uses 4 packages of 5” squares, or 1 package of 10”
squares cut in quarters, along with lattice and border to create a great
look.
Instructor: Amber (3 sessions 10-3)
DATES: Tuesday, 7/17, 7/31, 8/14
Cost: $55

QUILTS PLUS BIRTHDAY CLUB!!
Come celebrate your birthday with
Quilts Plus. Bring your driver’s
license with you and the day before—the day of—or the day after
your birthday you will receive a
20% discount on fabric, kits,
books and notions!

BABY CROSS HATCH 43” X 58”
This a modern wall hanging from the book, “Oh Baby!” by Bear Paw Productions. With clean lines and a sleek look, it is sure to please.
Instructor: Amber (2 sessions 10-3)
DATES: Wednesday, 8/8, 8/22
Cost: $40
BEGINNING MACHINE QUILTING
Learn machine quilting in this 2 session class. We will be using the book
by Sue Nichols to learn stitch-in-the-ditch, straight line and free motion
quilting techniques. Pick up a supply list for this class. Join the fun and
learn to quilt your own projects. You will need a walking foot and a darning
foot (free motion) for your machine.
Instructor: Cindy (2 sessions 10-3)
DATES: Saturday, 9/22, 9/29
Cost: $45
BURRITO PILLOW CASES
Pillowcases can be a fun project to sew. Make a new set of pillowcases for
your bed or stitch some up for gifts! Learn the technique and make several
during this sewing time.
Instructor: Amber (1 session 10-3)
DATE: Saturday, 8/18
Cost: $20

CADENCE COURT 60” X 60”
Cadence Court is a 12 month block of the month running from April,
2018 through March, 2019. This is the newest block of the month from
Sassafras Lane Designs. Created with foundation fabrics in mind, this
BOM features 30 fabrics. You will make two wedges a month and the
complete setting the last month.

FROSTY CHRISTMAS TREE SKIRT 41”
This tree skirt combines two Christmas favorites… Frosty the Snowman and Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer. Learn to do machine
applique with this adorable tree skirt.
Instructor: Marilyn (3 sessions 10-3)
DATES: Thursday, 7/26, 8/2, 8/23
Cost: $55

There is a $5.00 (non-refundable) registration fee. The total cost after
that is $192.00 + tax. You have the option of breaking this up into 12
monthly payments of $16 + tax.

HELLO POUCHES
You will enjoy stitching up these sweet little zippered pouches. They
feature a quilted base for stability and a see-through vinyl top so you can
say “hello” to all your treasured trinkets. 4 sizes.
Instructor: Amber ( 2 (1) session classes 10-3)
DATES: 7/20 or 8/28
Cost: $20 per session

We are offering an optional monthly class for this BOM on the 3rd Thursday of each month.
Instructor: Becca (1 session per month 10-3)
DATES: Thursday, 7/19, 8/16, 9/20
Cost: $20 per session
CHOOSE YOUR PROJECT
What is it? These sessions are for the quilter who wants expert help
with a quilt or other related project. We provide expert instruction
along the way to help you find the most effective way to complete the
project you are currently working on. These dates don’t work for you,
give us a call! There is usually room in a class for an extra Choose
Your Project person.
DATES: (10-3) 7/2, 7/3, 7/5, 7/6, 7/10, 8/3, 8/18, 8/27, 9/24, 9/28;
(12-5) 7/12, 8/9
Cost: $20
CUSTOM CLASSES AVAILABLE
While most of our classes are project driven, we are now offering you
the ability to tailor a class to suit your needs. If you need help with
quilt or binding—we’re your girls; if you want to make a special table
runner or placemats—we’re your girls; if you want to learn more home
decorating ideas, tips or techniques—we’re your girls; if you’ve always
wanted to learn to paper piece—we’re your girls; if there is a certain
bag that’s giving you fits—we’re your girls. The cost for this would be
$20 for a day from 10 to 3.

JAZZ 60-1/2” X 76-1/2”
This design is a modern take on a log cabin block, where each “log” is surrounded by sashing. As with the traditional block, piecing begins in the
center. Being organized is important with this quilt because of all of the
different-sized strips. From the book, “All About Strips”, by Susan Guzman.
Instructor: Becca (3 sessions 10-3)
DATES: Tuesday, 7/24, 8/7, 8/21
Cost: $55
JELLY ROLL RACE – National Jelly Roll Day
Done in a day (or close to it)!! Supplies needed:
Sewing machine, scissors and rotary cutter
1 Jelly Roll or 40 x 2.5" strips WOF
4 pre-wound bobbins
Instructor: Amber (1 session 10-3)
DATE: Saturday, 9/15
Cost: $20

Arrangements for a Custom Class would have to be made in advance,
and there are some days this option is not possible. Give us a call at
(269) 383-1790 to discuss the possibilities.

MINI POPSICLES 12” X 53”
What a great fun summer table runner by Fig Tree Quilts. What says summer more than popsicles! Make this table runner and quilt it yourself during
class.
Instructor: Amber (2 sessions 10-3)
DATES: Wednesday, 7/18, 8/1
Cost: $40

DANCING DIAMONDS TABLER RUNNER
19-3/4” X 54-3/4”. This table runner is easy to stitch and will give you
a really beautiful finish without much fuss, but it has a unique approach to how it’s put together. Join Marilyn and learn the secrets.
Instructor: Marilyn (3) 3 session classes 10-3)
DATES: Wednesday, 8/15, 8/29, 9/12; or Saturday, 7/21, 7/28, 8/4
Cost: $55 per session

MOD SQUARES 43” X 52”
This quilt, from the book “Oh Baby” by Bear Paw Productions, is a great wall
quilt. Featuring bright colors and a modern design, it is very pleasing to the
eye!
Instructor: Amber (2 sessions 10-3)
DATES: Wednesday, 7/11 and 7/25
Cost: $40

FOLD ‘N STITCH WREATH
Need a pretty seasonal wreath, or an unusual table topper? This dimensional is for you.
Instructor: Becca (2 sessions 10-3)
DATES: Tuesday, 9/18, 9/25
Cost: $40

MY NEXT QUILT
This class is perfect for you! You pick the quilt you would like to make and
we'll supply the expert instruction! Come in for an enjoyable time. Complete
quilt of your choice in 5 sessions.
Instructor: Marsha (5 sessions 6-9)
DATES: Wednesday, 7/11, 7/25, 8/8, 8/22, 9/5 OR Wednesday, 9/26, 10/24,
11/14, 11/28, 12/5
Cost: $55

OH CHRISTMAS TREE 21-1/2” X 24”
This wall hanging from Blueberry Backroads can be done using wool or
fabric applique. It also comes with Christmas light bulbs for decorating!
Instructor: Marilyn (2 sessions 10-3)
DATES: Monday, 7/23, 8/6
Cost: $40

SUMMIT 74” X 80”
This quilt, by Lella Boutique, uses a jelly roll (or 40 2-1/2” strips) along with
background fabric and borders to create a fascinating quilt.
Instructor: Amber / Cindy (2 (3 session classes 10-3)
DATES: Saturday, 8/11, 8/25, 9/8 or Wednesday, 9/5, 9/19, 9/26
Cost: $55 per session

PRETTY TABLE Table Runner 14” x 43”, Placemats 12” x 18”
These Christmas table linens are sewn using the “quilt as you go” method.
They go together quick and are fun to make.
Instructor: Becca (2) 2 session classes 10-3)
DATES: Tuesday, 9/4, 9/11 or 9/27, 10/4
Cost: $40

T-SHIRT WORKSHOP
Bring your t-shirts for this one day workshop and we’ll show you how to trim
them, the product used to back them, how to square them up and ways to
sew them together.
Instructor: (2) 1 session classes 10-3)
DATE: Monday, 7/30 or Friday, 9/14
Cost: $20 per session

PUMPKIN PLACEMATS 18” X 14”
These festive placemats are sew easy to make using the “quilt as you
sew” technique. They hold a napkin tucked in the “stem”.
Instructor: Marilyn (2 sessions 10-3)
DATES: Friday, 8/17, 8/31
Cost: $40

Quilts Plus Fall Quilt Retreat
This is a “work on what you want” retreat! What a great time to work
on those UFO’s that are plaguing you!
The cost of this retreat will include: accommodations; dinner on Friday night; breakfast, lunch and dinner on Saturday; breakfast and
lunch on Sunday; demo’s; prizes; laughter and FUN!!!

WHERE: Creekside Crafting Retreat Center
233 Creekside Drive
Battle Creek, Michigan
WHEN: September 28 – 30, 2018
COST: $225.00
RIBBON DANCE 90” x 86”
This quilt is from Missouri Star Block, Summer Vol. 4, Issue 3. The
original pattern makes a 78” x 86” quilt and a table runner with the
extra blocks. Using all the blocks, I enlarged it to 90” x 86”.
Instructor: Amber (3 sessions 10-3)
DATES: Thursday, 8/30, 9/6, 9/13 (12-5)
Cost: $55

UFO CAMP
An in-store retreat where you can work independently on what you want!
Get those projects finished that have been on the back burner, or work on
that project you want to get done!

We will start this retreat on Thursday, 7/12 running from 6:00 pm until 9:00
pm. Go home and go to bed! We will start back up on Friday, 7/13 at 10:00
am and we will sew until 9:00 pm. Go home and go to bed! Come back on
Saturday, 7/14 at 10:00 am and we will sew until 4:00!
We will provide the lunch and dinner on Friday, and lunch on Saturday. You
bring a dish to pass or a snack to share.
Instructor: None
DATES: 7/12-7/14
Cost: $60
WOOL CLUB
Come join a group of ladies who are very excited about working with wool.
Bring any wool project that you wish to work on and get inspired by what
others are doing. If you like hand work, you will find wool appliqué easy
and fun. We meet once a month on the third Monday.
Instructor: Dortha (1 session each month 10-3)
DATES: Monday, 7/16, 8/20, 9/17
Cost: $20 per session

